
OUR SHOWS 



WHO WE ARE 

WHAT WE DO  

As an artistic provider, Eklabul is the specialist of show and entertainment 
on the French Riviera. 
 

“Circus is Everywhere”: Eklabul’s creations and performances integrate the 
spirit of circus and magic in order to make your event become 
spectacular and incredible. 

 
As a show producer, a company of artists and an event provider, 

Eklabul has many assets to help you organizing your event!  



OUR SHOWS 

Through our various shows, we give life to many different worlds … If you like circus, magic, humour and 
interactivity, you will love the shows created and produced by Eklabul ! 
 
100% Visual Shows : Particularly suitable for opening and closing ceremonies, product launches or as part of a 
festival, these shows are made up of strong highlighting moments. 
   

All Audiences Shows : Our family shows are suitable for children but also for adults. They are perfect for the 
entertainment of communities, works councils, family celebrations, or any other occasion during which the whole 
family is gathered. 

  

Themed Shows : For the Christmas Season, Halloween, or any other annual celebration, we offer themed shows. 
    

Tailor-made Shows : What about entrusting Eklabul with the creation of a custom-made show for your event ???  
   

 
 

Follow the guide! 

OUR TECHNICAL SERVICES 

Eklabul is also an self-sufficient team on the technical part. 
If you organize your event outdoors or in a non-equipped venue, we can supply the needed technical support, 
which includes the light and sound system (on quotation, depending on the service and venue). 

 
 
   



Our 100% Visual Shows 

Prepare to be amazed, here are our most impressive shows ! The programme includes 
high-level acts and spectacular performances … 



A genuine artistic show during which you will be 
completely bewitched by our white fairyland. 
Our artists will present a poetic ground ballet and 
then will take flight to continue the show at several 
metres from the ground… An extremely visual  and 
class performance. 
Come and discover our luxury show !  
  
- Aerial silk duo       
- Bubble dancers        
- Acrobatic duo  
- Hula Hoop contortion     
- Tightrope (v5)       
  
            50mn to1h10 – 4 or 5 artists 

 

- Dance / Vortex 
- Light up juggling 
- Aerial hoop / trapeze 
- Singing (v5)  
- Contact ball (v5) 

The White Symphony 



Prepare to embark on a journey across oceans… 
“Hissez-haut”, a sea-themed show that combine aerial and fire circus performances… 
Our sailors perform on their sailing boat for this overseas adventure, during which moments of storm and poetry will 
come one after another… A human adventure involving technical and artistic feats. 
 
 - Aerial silk duo  - Aerial net   - Fire dancer 
 - Aerial rope  - Fire breather  - Singer 
 - Aerial straps duo  - Accordion (v7)  - Acrobat (v7) 
 - Aerial anchor (duo in v7)  - Fire juggler  - Tightrope (option) 
 

50mn to1h20 – 4 or 7 artists 

 

Hissez-Haut 



 
The fantastic story of the Coloroso & the Kadok … 
Through this show, we offer to give life to the juxtaposition between 2 worlds : a modern 
world full of distant memories … with a fantastic world embodied by our circus artists, who 
will create a world filled with colours, emotion, songs, music and lighting effects ! A moving 
story, that is full of surprises !   
   
- Light up juggling  - Magic   - Comedy 
- Aerial silk solo & duo  - Pixel Poi   - Handstands 
- Tightrope   - Cyr Wheel (v5)  - Multicordes (v5)  
- Acrobatic duo (v5)  - Aerial hoop duo (v5) - Aerial hammock (v5) 

 

1h to1h20 – 3 or 5 artists 

Coloroso 



The lamplighter 

    

 

A fire show staging various characters from the Belle Époque that 
will switch to the music hall world. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Everything starts in the 1900s, in London’s streets, with the encounter 
between two Victorian characters. 
Our two characters will cross the borders of reality and discover a 
diametrically opposed world, filled with colours, music and fairyland. 

 
A harmonious blend between fire show  

and musical play … 
 

35mn to 50mn – 3 or 4 artists 

 

Fire juggler / Fire manipulation feu 

Fire Dancers / Fire breather 

Pyrotechnic juggling and artifices 

Screen video projection (v4) 

Live singing / Dance / Acrobatics (v4) 

 
… as well as many other scenes  

to discover … 



Our All Audiences Shows 

These shows are comedies with a more or less serious scenario, during which the 
artists use their circus or magic techniques to present unexpected performances !  

Suitable for young and old alike thanks to the techniques performed and the 
offbeat humour, these shows delight everyone. 



Superhero 

Panic stations ! Hulk has disappeared… While our superheroes 
were enjoying a well-deserved rest, the awful news broke ! 
Holidays are over, it is time for our heroes to get dressed again to 
try to find Hulk before he smashes everything… 

 
Juggling 
Magic  

Acrobatics 
Tightrope 

Contact Ball 
Aerial silk (option) 

Aerial trapeze(option) 

Great Illusions (3 artists version) 

Fire or light up juggling (3 artists version) 

 
   50mn to 1h10 - 2 or 3 artists 

 

 



Crazy Circus 

Tom secretly slipped himself backstage a circus. Amazed by all that he finds there, he 
decides to put on his own one-night circus show, playing in turns the different 
characters of the circus … 
 
« Crazy Circus » is a show that restyles all the circus references in a modern and 
offbeat way. It is played by a solo or a duo (in the 2 artists version, Tom meets 
Pirouette, the circus manager’s daughter...) 
The artists rely on their circus and magic techniques to offer a show filled with laughs 
and emotion …The program includes : 

  
 - Juggling   - Clown 
 - Handstands  - Unicycle, Giraffe, …  
 - Magic   - Rola Bola, Balance ball, …  
 - Tightrope (2 artists version)  - Contact ball and bubbles (2 artists version)  

 - Various aerial performances (3 artists version) 

  
As well as tigers, the strongest man in the world, music, and many others  

surprises and magic effects … 
 

40mn to 1h10 – 1, 2 or 3 artists 

 



The Wicked Witch’s Tale 

Jean Piotr is an elf who can’t stop bragging about his bravery; yet he keeps 
a very low profile when he sees the witch. He hates his handyman status, and 
attempts a rebellion. 
Zoe is a funny witch who only scares Jean Piotr, and she takes great 
pleasure in bossing him around … Living together is more than tough. 
Jean Piotr does everything he can to get rid of her … but his attempts 
remain pointless, until one day … 

 
Many techniques are used to amaze the audience : 
    

 - Juggling   - Acrobatics 
 - Tightrope   - Magic 
 - Soap bubbles  - Balloon sculpture 
 - Handstands on strange bicycles 
 

 

50mn - 2 artists 

 
  

 



The Haunted Circus 

    
When Dylan, Brenda and Shana appear on stage, they realise that the 
Halloween curse is still following them… After more than 150 years of 
wandering in limbo, they are condemned to perform eternally their circus show; 
a show that had been cut short in 1864 when the lightning hit their circus tent 
and made them fall ! They have one unfinished mission : succeed in performing 
their show until it is perfectly played ! This year again, our three little ghosts will 
do everything they can to make you dream ! Will they manage to find peace 
in the afterlife ? 
    

- Chinese linking rings - Sabre juggling  
- Magic  - Great Illusions  
- Acrobatic duo - Aerial silk (option) 

- Handstands  
 

50mn – 2 artists 

 
   
 



 

 

Jean Bat is a one-of-a-kind pirate ! 
He will tell you his story, that you may not believe … 
 
Embark on a fabulous journey, that we offer for young and old alike. 
 
 

A Pirate’s Secrets 

 
Also stuntman, juggler, and magician, Jean Bat 
will sail you around the world …and all of that 
in a few seconds ! 
 

40mn to 1h - 1 or 2 artists 

 



The shark of the bowl is a funny and poetic show that combines circus 
arts and soap bubbles… An original cocktail in which the word magic 
takes on its full meaning. Both contemplative and participatory, it will 
delight young and old alike.  

 
20mn to 50mn – 1 artist 

The Shark of the Bowl 

Lili has an exceptional show to present to you ! But 
nothing turns out exactly the way she wanted it to …and 
her playfellow gives her a hard time. 
 
Never mind, Lili is determined to get her way and will take 
everyone to her world : an aquatic fantasy around soap 
bubbles and circus arts … 
 



All the children are starving ! Aunt Hortense tries to make the long-
awaited birthday cake … 
 
While looking for a family recipe in her grandma’s kitchen that will allow 
her to find the exact ingredients, she will have to face many surprises… 

  
A hare-brained show that includes many magic tricks and surprising 
experiments. An unbelievable story filled with humour and craziness ! 
 
30mn to 40mn – 1 artist 

Aunt Hortense’s Experiments 



Our Christmas Shows 

A pinch of magic and circus, a spoonful of interactivity and a lot of humour : here are the ingredients of our 
recipe for successful Christmas shows !!! 
 
During year’s end celebrations, find our four themed shows that are created and produced by Eklabul. 
They are offered for works councils, community entertainments, Christmas markets, schools, holiday centres, … and 
for all those who wish to be carried away by the Christmas wonder ! 



 
Paf and Bing, two mischievous elves, sneak out for a drive aboard Santa’s sleigh… But their ride takes a 
disastrous turn when the sleigh hurts a shooting star! The sleigh falls from the sky, the frightened reindeers run away 
and the elves find themselves lost in the middle of the Nordic forest… How to fix the sleigh and take it back to the 
North Pole before Christmas ? 
Fortunately for the two troublemakers, the forest is inhabited by many magic creatures that will help them… This is 
how starts an adventure that will be full of twists and turns !   
 
This show is basically offered in a 3 artists version (2 elves and a forest fairy) who will perform : 
- Great magic illusions  - Monocycle, Bi-clown 
- Juggling   - Acrobatic duo 
- Handstands  - Banquine, Russian bar 
-> aerial option : aerial silk act 

Paf and the Christmas sleigh 

For an even more spectacular show, 2 other characters can 
be added, according to your choice: 
 
 The lake fairy (v4) :  Ice-skating roller-dance, Contortion 
     -> aerial option : aerial hoop duo and trapeze act 
     
 The wood reindeer (v5) : for even more feats and fun 
     -> aerial option : aerial silk duo and rope act  

 
 

50mn to 1h10 – 3 to 5 artists 

 
 



Marie-Noëlle is appalled… Someone dared to steal Santa’s costume ! 
She suspects Jean-Balthazar, Père Fouettard’s boisterous son. But the latter doesn’t cooperate easily, and Marie-
Noëlle will have to find how to trick him to get the costume back : she will set up games, challenges and 
stratagems, sometimes with the audience’s help… 
 
Marie-Noëlle is Santa’s daughter. Pretty, lively and coming from a good family, she seems to be the perfect 
daughter. But Marie-Noëlle is not as responsible as you might think… 
Jean-Balthazar,  whose father is the terror of rude children, hides behind his bad boy exterior a heart of gold, 
that is revealed by his clumsiness and buffooneries. 
 
But the spectators also become actors when the two troublemakers bring the audience on stage … 
 - Juggling    - Tightrope  - Giant soap bubbles  
 - Magic    - Balloon sculpture  - Acrobatics 
 - Aerial acts (v3)  
 
For even more wonder, we also offer a 3 artists version during which our 2 characters discover an articulated 
jumping jack in a Christmas present … 
 

50mn to 1h – 2 to 3 artists 

 
  
  
  
  
 

Santa’s Costume 



     
Guillaume is a slightly daydreaming artist that knows how to juggle with everything he comes across ! Today, he 
has the chance of a lifetime. He is going to work with an exceptional partner : Santa Claus ! But Mrs G., Santa’s 
secretary, tells Guillaume that Santa Claus is late !!! The audience is already there, so there is no choice : the 
show has to start… 
 
And if Mrs G. had more than one trick up her sleeve ? And if she turned herself in the assistant that Guillaume 
needed ? And if Santa Claus decided to come despite everything ? And if … 
 
A funny, dynamic, and unusual duo that will perform, for the greatest delight of all : 
   

Juggling  Magic   Objects Manipulating 
 

50mn - 2 artists 

 
 

Santa Claus is late 



Flute, one of Santa’s elves, proudly brings to Santa Claus the presents he has prepared. On his way, he is 
collared by Mr Le Loyal, who tells him about a great circus show ! There is an only detail that Mr Le 
Loyal forgot to specify: he counts on Flute to perform the show !!! 
 
“Garland Circus” is the story of Mr Loyal, who dreams of presenting spectacular circus acts ! But it is also 
the story of Flute, an elf who is used to bring carefully wrapped presents to Santa Claus. 
 
By acting as circus artists, these two colourful characters will present a fun and dynamic show: a new all 
audiences show filled with colours, humour and surprises … 
 
With :  
- Clowns 
- Juggling 
- Interactivity 
- Humour 
- Live music 
 
50mn - 2 artists 

 

Garland Circus 



Technical information 

100% VISUAL SHOWS 

Acrobatics 
Aerial 
Dance 
Balance 
Music 
Juggling 

4 artists  

5 artists 

Fire 
Juggling 
Balance 
Comedy 
Music 
Acrobatics 
Aerial 

4 artists 

7 artists 

option 

1 

Fire 
Juggling 
Sets 
Comedy 
Dance 
Music 

3 artists 

4 artists 

Acrobatics 
Aerial 
Dance 
Balance 
Music 
Juggling 
Sets 

5 artists 

6 artists 



Magic 
Balance 
Acrobatics 
Comedy 
Music 
Juggling 
 
 

1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

1 1 1 
1 

1 1 1 1 
1 1 

Magic 
Balancee 
Acrobatics 
Comedy 
Music 
Juggling 
 

2 artists 

ALL AUDIENCES SHOWS 
Magic 
Balance 
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1 
1 

1 
1 1 1 1 

1 

Magic 
Balance 
Acrobatics 
Comedy 
Music 
Juggling 
 

2 artists 

3 artists 
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(2018: not 
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1 
1 

1 
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Magic 
Balance 
Acrobatics 
Comedy 
Music 
Juggling 
 Fire 

1 
1 1 
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1 
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 Magic 
 Experiments 
 Comedy 
 Music 
 Juggling 

1 artist 

1 

Magic 
Artistic 
Comedy 
Visual 

1 artist 

2 artists 

3 artists 
1 

1 1 1 
1 

Technical information 



Magic 
Balance 
Acrobatics 
Comedy 
Artistic 
Juggling 
Aerial 
 

1 
3 artists 

4/5 artists 

aerial option 

 

1 

1 
1 

1 1 1 1 
1 1 

Magic 
Balance 
Acrobatics 
Comedy 
Music 
Juggling 
 

1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 

1 1 
1 1 1 1 

Magic 
Balance 
Acrobatics 
Comedy 
Music 
Juggling 
 

2 artists 

3 artists 

2 artists 

CHRISTMAS SHOWS 

 
 

Magic 
Balance 
Acrobatics 
Comedy 
Music 
Juggling 
 

1 1 

1 
1 1 1 

2 artists 

Technical information 



For more information or quote request :  

 
 
Your privileged spokespersons : 
 

Céline ROBILLARD : 06 19 43 05 62 / celine@eklabul.com 
Thomas SOMMER : 06 09 79 75 72 / thomas@eklabul.com 
 
 
Contact us : 
     

                04 89 02 44 06 
    

                http///evenement.eklabul.com 
    

                contact@eklabul.com 
 
 
Find us :  
   

                2121 chemin Saint Bernard 06220 VALLAURIS 
 
 
 
    

 
 
Siret 53367233300028 
Licences entrepreneur du spectacle numéros : 2-1062019 et 3-1062020 

Practical Information 


